Director's notes...

- A wandering actor stops, awakens sound-memories, seizes them and (or) converses with them.
He is accompanied by a baron (accomplice).
- The deliberate choice of an international language.

- A performance made up of scripted or free scenes, which leave room for improvisation.
These scenes can be performed seperately and at different moments of the day,
according to the organisation and set-up of the event.

- Real life scenarios recreated around the street sceneries encountered and chosen around the town. Extract
of a continuous speech which can be nibbled in passing or swallowed whole.
- A plot which takes shape and unfolds around every little story of daily life.
It tells the town’s life story and reveals it’s myteries, it’s secrets...

... Sound notes.

The infinitely variable sound system provides electroacoustic capacities beyond common standards. It is
made up of four sound broadcasting channels, three of which are the signal boxes
(Balises) and one is the sound tube (Tubassons) which, unlike our last performance “Faunèmes”, are not
attached to the actor’s body.
These channels become mobile sound modules and can be placed at will in order to create the different
sound environments that the character needs to inspire the imagination of every spectator.
Those modules are placed in the urban space by a baron, according to the situations created by the main
character, the Searcher: a multiphonic set-up for an optimal use of space,
which gives added impact to the “Theatre and Sound” illusion.
The modules are synchronised and radio-controlled. Either by the actor himself,
or by the baron-technician: the improvised scenes can last varying lengths of time,
the sound sequences can be adapted to the situations encountered in the street.

The actor can have as many invisible partners as he wishes, the necessary sound backup to express his
movements and on a more general level, all of the elements that make up the scenery.
In this way, the sound allows every spectator to create
his or her own image of the character’s environment.

Furthermore, the new sound broadcasting system allows the multiplication of synchronised sound players,
thus fixed broadcast points
and it is even possible to connect certain sound players to a fixed, hidden sound system.

CAST
“Theatre and Sound” concept designer and writer: Pierre Delosme/ Consulting writer: Bernard Avron
Musical score and sound designer: Stéphane Mazard/ Stage directors: Bernard Maître & Pierre
Delosme/ Costume and set designers: Christian & Asta Coulomb/ Set creation: Jean-Luc Pennetier &
Elie Trouche/ Sound module design and sound creation for “The Tree”: Arnaud Bertrand/ “Palpeurs”
(Sensors) designer: Jean Racamier/ Sound engineer: Ali Laouamen/ Sound manager: Vincent Saint
Loubert Bié, Daniel Bardou/ Actor: Pierre Delosme/ Administration-Communication: Sonia Mondon/
Booking: Cerise Praxy

THEATRE AND SOUND
Listen to images...

ARTISTIC METHOD

To find new ways of interaction between sound and the actor.
To promote sound to the level of a whole partner
(character, object, set element, atmosphere, all at once)

To play on the edge of the mechanical and the living, of live and recorded performances
To devise new kinds of relations, opening up the world of sounds.

In the last decades, sound and music have taken an increasing part in the sphere of theatre.
However development of the dramatical value of sound remains an exception.
Though - as well as theatre at large - sound has always driven its own train of images,
recollections and tales...
Sound can model atmospheres, sceneries, landscapes...
Sound can show some personality, intentions, feelings...
To speak of a sound, one will mention its colour, its shape, dynamics, movement, depth, range, volume, perspective, sensation...
All criteria one will use to describe a theatrical impression as well.
An acoustic atmosphere can influence or even drive an actor’s emotions and intentions, a spectator’s feelings
and impressions.
Whether it comes from a human voice, the environment, an instrument, acoustic or electroacoustic devices (live
or recorded), sound is potentially as important to us
as theatre is to all performing techniques.
We have consciously chosen to play on the edge between theatre and sound...
We intend to continually break the balance sustaining
dramatical and scenographical abilities of both theatre and sound.
We feel the urge to explore their intrications, to bring out accurate blends
of dramatic arts and sound techniques - of stage setting and sonic-wave setting.
The research depends on the involvement of sound designers coming from various milieus: sound-effects engineers, stage-sound engineers, musicians, electronoise designers... As a result of these works, our company is able
to give the invisible a shape, to stimulate the very sensations and emotions in people.

BACKGROUND

Founded in Fos-sur-Mer in 1982, L’Éléphant Vert proposes all-purpose performances, fit for the street,
the stage, the forest, factories, hospitals, whatever...

L’Éléphant Vert wavers on theatre and sound, playing on the edge between these two worlds, experimenting new kinds of relations
between dramatic art and sound techniques, between stage setting and sonic-wave setting.
L’Éléphant Vert is keen on occupying various spaces as different as possible : stage happenings, walking performances, urban sceneries....

After " ATTENTION SONS! " (Watch out ! Listen !) and " BOUCHE D’OREILLE " (EarMouth), indoor performances for young audience,
" BI ", an ambulatory street performance and " C’EST DU PROPRE! ", tragi-comedy theatre and sound for public spaces
L’Eléphant vert propose five original performances on national, European and International tour :
. Three “theatre and sound” creation for street and large indoor places
- “ DATACULA, THE FRIGHTFUL COMEDY OF CONSCIENCE STREET ” (2010/11), First play for Soundscope 360°.
- " CHERCHEUR DE MÉMOIRES " (2003), (Memory Searcher), ambulatorie “theatre and sound” creation
- “ FAUNEMES ” (2000), ambulatorie “theatre and sound” creation (179 perf. in 80 cities of 14 countries)

. A theatrical intervention :
- “LE MEILLEUR AMI DE L’HOMME” Wandering and provocative theatrical intervention (157 perf. in 47 cities of 8 countries)
and :
- “PLOUM PLOUF” : creation for young audience (3-6 years old) (94 perf. in France)

This creative activity, which drives the company out of our region as well as abroad, is regularly combined
with workshops ans special sessions.
Settled on the estate of Boisviel in eastern Camargue, the company now runs a whole creative and training instrument,
including a sound recording studio and a 150m2 rehearsal room.
L’Éléphant Vert shows some reluctance to categorization and will not fit into a norm or a specific sphere Rather, we stand at the crossing of all entertainment genres,
the only location where any kind of encounter is made possible.

“Chercheur de Mémoires” was presented :

Marché de Saint Gilles (30), Festival Place à la rue Istres (13), Journée Label Rue - Rodilhan (30), Journées du patrimoine à Trets (13), Mintfest festival à Kendal (UK), Journée du chat perché à Dole (38), “Ah les Beaux Jours” à Igny
(91),Journée du Patrimoine in Nîmes (30), Festival Identiterres in Bages (11), Les Jeudis de Perpignan (66), Les
Nocturbaines in Paris XX, Bédéciné in Illzach (68), Journées du Patrimoine in Chateauneuf-les-Martigues (13), Fête
des Théâtres in Saint-Jean-du-Gard (30), FeSt in Séville (ES), FIACYL in Salamanque (ES), Journée de restitution
“Regards Croisés sur le Bassin Houiller Cévenol” in La Grand Combe (30), Quelques P’Arts...la Saison in Andancette
(26) and in Boulieu-Les-Annonay (26), La Valse des As in Valréas (84), EnClave Calle in Burgos (ES), Eutopia festival in Cordoba (ES), Saison d’Automne in Ganges (34) and Sumène (30), Pas à p’Art in Nîmes, Roppongi Hills in
Tokyo (JP), Holzminden (DE), Lire ensemble in Aurons (13), Festival de Monschau (DE), Les Chromatiques in Fossur-Mer (13), Chalon dans la Rue in Chalon-sur-Saône (71), Viathea in Görlitz (DE), Torgau (DE), Fête des artistes
in Chassepierre (BE), Festival de Gwacheon (CK), Tête à Tête in Rastatt (DE), La Fête dans la ville in Amiens (80),
Moissy Cramayel (77), Festival de Ludwigshafen (DE), Spectacles de Grands Chemins in Ax les Thermes (09), La
Plage des Six Pompes in La Chaux de Fonds (CH), Château de Malbrouk in Manderen (57), Fête de Brugges (BE),
Fête des Fleurs in Bruxelles (BE), 10 ans de “Saison 13” in Marseille (13), “Ecoforum” in Fontvieille (13), Festival
d’Été in Québec (Canada), Font’Arts in Pernes-les-Fontaines (84), Festival d’Aurillac (15), Z’Arts Up in Béthune
(62), Festival des Arts Forains in Namur (BE), Fête de la Tour Blanche in Issoudun (36), Art et Déchirure in Rouen
(76), Déambul in Dignes-Les-Bains (04), FAR in Morlaix (29), Les Nocturnes de la Grille in St Brieuc (22), “Festival
d’Aurillac” (15), Lugar à Dança in Coimbra (PT), Courants d’Art in Arles (13)

163 performances in 58 cities of 11 countries

L’ÉLÉPHANT VERT

Domaine de Boisviel Sud
13104 Mas Thibert - ARLES
FRANCE
Tel / Fax : + 33 (0)4 90 98 75 80
e-mail : elephantvert@wanadoo.fr
site : www.elephantvert-theatre.com

Creative residences:
Le Fourneau de Brest, l’Atelier 231 de Sotteville-lès-Rouen, la base 11/19 de
Culture Commune à Loos-en-Gohelle.

Partners:
Ministère de la culture et de la communication, DRAC Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur, Conseil régional Provence-Alpes,-Côte d’Azur, Conseil général des
Bouches-du-Rhône, ville d’Arles.
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